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Twitter for research

Twitter

Here is an example of a useful Tweet. A tweet is no more than 140 characters long.
You want to use the information in a tweet. 

Mentions
3a It ‘mentions’ @CarersTrust (the @ chang-
es it to a twitter profile link when typed in a 
tweet) 
3b When you click it, it takes you to their 
profile.

A good example of this might be a daughter who is concerned for their parents, see’s some useful information you post, 
shares it to her parents facebook profile, then her parents ‘like’ your facebook page from the post (which links back to your 
facebook page) The parents will then get regular information from you in their facebook newsfeed.

2 Follow them if you want more information from them by clicking their follow 
button.

What does the Tweet say?

Hashtags #
4a It uses the hashtag #carers. 
4b When you click it, it will take you to a list 
of tweets using the same hashtag (#carers) in 
their tweets.
This is a chronological list of the latest people 
having a conversation about carers. 

Who sent the tweet?
1 Click ‘Carers Centre B&H’ it will take you to their profile - note their twitter name is @ReachingOUT2011.
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(TIP you can search for other hashtags by putting it in the twitter 
search box eg #brighton - hashtags also work in facebook posts)4b

This helpsheet will teach you how to use your twitter account to find useful informaiton that 
you can use to post to your facebook page ‘community’. 
The more useful information you provide, the more likely people will share it, encouraging 
new people to ‘like’ your facebook page. Then when you post in future it will go to your ever 
expanding audience.
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Retweets
5 This tweet is retweeted by Carers Centre B&H. It was originally 
tweeted by Brighton YCP (@BrightonYCP)

6
Photos
6 Some tweets will have photos attached 
which you can see if you click ‘view photo’ 
at the bottom of the tweet.

Making your facebook post
Copy or recreate the tweet information and links into a facebook 
post, ensuring you credit the source. 
You cannot post a tweet direct to facebook.

This helpsheet is from the SM4S project and can 
be found at www.sm4s.wayoutmedia.com


